
DIPP Recognized Start-up

An AI-Powered 

HYBRID TRAINING platform 

with REAL-TIME COLLABORATION

that Connects Jobs, Skills, and Talent



Solution – What?

Source: Manpower Group

Maventra is a multi-lingual SAAS-
based hybrid-training platform that 
utilizes AI with real-time 
collaboration and AR/VR simulation
to equip individuals with the skills
required to get a job.

The vision is to connect enterprises, 
training academies, and learners 
with tools to bridge the gap between 
SKILLS, JOBS, AND TALENT.  



Enterprises

Trainers, 
Experts, 
Authors

Individual
Learner 

Training 
Institutes

The primary target audience for the 

product offering are:

- Publishers that want to establish online 

training business

- Enterprises that want to build, track, 

develop and manage employee training

- Training Institutes that want to offer 

their courses to a larger audience & 

retail customers

- Subject Matter Experts that can use the 

platform to publish courses and 

generate revenues

- Learners, students or employees,  that 

enroll in different courses offered by 

Training Institutes or

Publisher

TARGET CUSTOMER



MAVENTRA FEATURE STACK

Hybrid Learning + Real Time Collaboration + Assessment + AI + AR/VR





MAVENMEET REAL-TIME 

COLLABORATION

Facilitates collaboration between 

Instructors & Students

Real Time Quiz, Whiteboard to engage Instructors & 

Participants

Audio/Video/screenshare, Chat, 

Document Sharing 

Live streaming that supports large 

# of participants

Groups, Cohorts & Peer-to-Peer learning

Data capture, tracking & Syndication

Automatic attendance tracking

Immersive Learning with AR/VR/3D



VIRTUAL IMMERSIVE LEARNING  
Mavenmeet Real Time collaboration facilitates training 

students with virtual equipment using Immersive 3D 

technologies

- Using WebGL Technologies for remote collaboration, 

mavenmeet has made it possible for students to access 

virtual equipment from any device with an internet 

connection.

- Students can work on a virtual engine or machine 

together, with each student manipulating different parts 

of the equipment in real time while receiving real-time 

feedback from the instructor.

- The WebGL-powered immersive virtual 3D 

equipment enables instructors to provide a more 

realistic and interactive learning experience, which 

is particularly important in vocational training

- Train students remotely by providing a safe, interactive, 

and realistic learning experience that promotes 

teamwork, communication, and hands-on learning.



‘ANTRA’ – A MULTI-LINGUAL CONVERSATIONAL CHATBOT

Antra – Is a multi-lingual 

conversational chatbot that acts like a 

virtual tutor for students enrolled in a 

course.

- ‘Antra’ can answer questions from 

contents in a course.  The content 

could be in text, PDF, image files, or 

documents.

- ‘Antra’ can answer questions in 54 

different languages

- Students can ask questions in any

language, and ‘Antra’ will respond

in same language, even if the

course content is in a different 

language

- ‘Antra’ can store chat responses for 

the user to refer and check past 

responses



MAVENTRA – COMMUNITY

Maventra provides a community module that allows users to share, collaborate, and learn from other users within a course. 

Additionally, it includes a real-time chat module for learners to communicate with one another.



MOBILE APP - ANDROID & IPHONE



Please get in touch with us at following phone numbers and/or drop in an email:

SALES@MAVENTRA.COM

DKUMAR@MAVENTRA.COM

PH. NO : +1-248-562-2187   (US)

+91-982-108-1945 (INDIA) 

CONTACT INFORMATION

DIPP Recognized Start-up

mailto:sales@maventra.com
mailto:dkumar@maventra.com
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